
Theme of the Month: Sharing the Planet Month: December, 2019

Value of the Month: Caring Class:-IK-2

SUBJECT WEEK 1 WEEK 2 WEEK 3 WEEK 4

ENGLISH

Recap of the capital and small 
letters. Match the letter to the 
picture,First letter of the 
picture,Phonic sounds of the 
letters.

Recap of capital and small 
letters.Match the capital to small 
letter.Join the phonic sounds and 
make a new sound.

Recap of capital and small 
letters.Match the capital to small 
letter.Join the phonic sounds and 
make a new sound.

Recap of capital and small 
letters.Match the capital to small 
letter.Join the phonic sounds and 
make a new sound.circle the 
picture for the given letter.

Recap of the numbers from 1 to Recap of the numbers from 1 to Recap of numbers from 1 to 
Introduction of the numbers from 
31 to 40.Recap of numbers from 1 
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MATHS

Recap of the numbers from 1 to 
30.Counting,matching,Circle the 
correct number,Introduction of 
number names Six,seven.

Recap of the numbers from 1 to 
30.Counting,matching,Circle the 
correct number,Introduction of 
n.umber names eight,nine.

Recap of numbers from 1 to 
30.Introduction of numbers 26 to 
30..Recap of number names 1 to 
9

31 to 40.Recap of numbers from 1 
to 30.Introduction of numbers 26 
to 30..Recap of number names 1 
to 9.Introduction of the no.name 
10.

WAU
Finding out the dfifferent types of 
animals they find around them in 
different habitats.

sorting out the animals depending 
on the habitat they live as water 
animals and land animals.

Sorting out the animals according 
to their food habits and shelter.

Interaction with the children about 
water animals and making of 
acquarium.

Exploration 
room

 public speaking and telling a 
story.

Animals we see  in the exploration 
room(illustration).

Public speaking and speaking 
about there favourite animal.

Treasure hunt .

Rhymes Phonic band rhymes This little bird White day song Rain on the green grass

Story telling The ass has no brains. The blue jackel. The cats judgement. The jackal who killed no elephant.



SUBJECT WEEK 1 WEEK 2 WEEK 3 WEEK 4

Games
Sports day events practice:
Running race
 Rabbit race

Sports day events practice:
1) Santa race  
2)  brick with hoop race

Sports day preparation

TEAM GAME:
Dodge ball Game.
Children forming in a circle and 
having one person in centre, 
everyone tries to hit the centre 
person with dodge ball. The 
centre person needs to escape, if 
he is out chance given to beaten 
person.

Swimming

Basic fluttering kick, kicking with 
the help of tubes.
Activity:-
Identifying the solid particles 
inside water and taking out. 
Note: Before entering into pool 
regular warm-up is mandatory to 
all classes.

Freestyle kicking with the help of 
tubes.
Corrections in kicking.
Activity: Bringing the ball activity

Freestyle kicking with the help of 
kick- pads.
Activity:
Travelling with boats in big 
swimming pool

How to float in water with any 
support.
Freestyle kicking with the help of 
kick-pads

all classes.

Signature of Principal

* * *

PARENT INVOLVEMENT ACTIVITY 
Guide your child to prepare "a model of the forest " with the animals (wild animals like lion, tiger, wolf, fox, jackal, hippo, monkey, zebra, 

etc).Send the model to the class for display.Prepare your child to speak about wild animals.

CREATIVE CLASSROOM DECOR
Help your child to make white snow flakes of different sizes for the white day board .

For any suggestions & feedback please mail us at principal@lakshyaschool.in

Class Teacher :- Sri Rama Lakshmi, Sri Kavya             Mobile :- 9948138339,  9652275706


